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Abstract Tectonic tremor observed along the Cholame and Parkfield sections of the San Andreas
Fault has previously been associated with transient slip beneath the seismogenic zone. To study tremor
and associated Low Frequency Earthquakes (LFEs), we deployed three dense near-fault seismic arrays for
a period of 3 months in 2018. In early August 2018, the arrays recorded a strong 4-day-long deep transient
that nucleated in Cholame and propagated toward the northwest. The initiation area is characterized
by tremor that persists throughout the transient, while adjacent fault portions located to the northwest
host more intermittent tremor. From the rate and location of tremor and LFEs, we infer a deep slip
transient, whose along-strike propagation velocity is ∼8 km/day. Secondary tremor fronts are observed to
travel ahead of the main slow slip front at speeds that
E are 102  103 times faster. These rapid migrations
propagate in slow slip events (SSE) slip-parallel direction, and are sometimes observed to back-propagate
into previously ruptured segments. High-resolution images of secondary fronts obtained by using nearfault borehole stations indicate the active tremor band takes the shape of a narrow strain pulse that is
bounded from above by the lower edge of the seismogenic zone. We estimate the stress drops associated
with the secondary slip fronts are of the order of a few kPa. Frequency-dependent analysis suggests the
tremor signal is coherent at frequencies as high as 16 Hz, and that the spatial distribution of high- and
low-frequency tremor radiators is sometimes complementary.
Plain Language Summary

Tectonic tremor is a class of seismic signals whose temporal and
spectral properties are distinct from the ones associated with regular earthquakes. Tremor is generally
observed along fault portions located below the seismogenic zone, and is thought to be the seismic
manifestation of episodic slow slip events (SSE). Elucidating the factors controlling the tremorgenic
behavior of faults is important for understanding the physics of earthquakes. To study tremor along the
Parkfield-Cholame section of the San Andreas Fault, we deployed three dense near-fault seismic arrays
in 2018. During the first days of August 2018, the arrays recorded a strong deep transient that nucleated
near Cholame and propagated toward the northwest. We analyze near-fault surface and borehole seismic
data and obtain precise tremor locations. We find that tremor migrates along the fault's strike and depth at
speeds that vary by about three orders of magnitude, from 5 km/day to up to 150 m/s. Rapid propagation
associated with aseismic slip rates that are about 10 times faster than the tectonic rate occurs in the
direction parallel to the SSE propagation, as well as backwards into previously ruptured sections. Together,
these observations shed light on the complex behavior of deep fault sections.

1. Introduction
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Slow slip events (SSEs) are a type of transient deformation that typically occur at slip speeds that are 1–2
orders of magnitude larger than the plate velocity (Bürgmann, 2018). SSEs are widespread, occurring on
subduction megathrusts and transform faults worldwide. Because SSEs are slow they do not radiate seismic energy, and hence are not accompanied by recorded body and surface wave arrivals characteristic of
typical intermediate to large magnitude earthquakes. However, they do often generate a low-amplitude
seismic signal that most clearly manifests at frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz known as tectonic tremor
(Obara, 2002; Wech & Creager, 2008). Tremor seismograms are characterized by emergent onsets with duration of up to several hundred seconds, which are often observed to contain sequences of similar waveform
repetitions. Stacking similar repetitions obtained via autocorrelation analysis of a given tremor time-series
produces waveforms that exhibit Eclear PE
- and S-wave arrivals, but are depleted in high-frequency energy
relative to regular earthquakes of similar size, and are hence termed Low Frequency Earthquakes (LFEs;
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Shelly et al., 2007). Methods to detect tremor usually rely on the coherency of waveform envelopes between
a set of regional stations (Obara, 2002; Wech & Creager, 2008). LFE detection methods rely on extracting
templates from stacked narrow band waveforms containing tremor signals, and then correlating these templates against continuous seismic data (Bostock et al., 2012; Gibbons & Ringdal, 2006; Shelly, 2017; Thomas
& Bostock, 2015). The duration of the LFE template and individual tremor episodes are often of the order
of 10 and a few hundreds of seconds, respectively.
Since their discovery in Japan in 2002 (Obara, 2002), tremors and associated SSEs have been the target of
numerous investigations (see Beroza & Ide, 2011; Bürgmann, 2018; Peng & Gomberg, 2010, for reviews).
Among the most intriguing features of tremor in subduction zones is that it exhibits a large range of propagation styles relative to the rupture speed and direction of the main SSE front. In Cascadia and Japan, deep
tremor migrates together with slip along the fault's strike at speeds of up to several km per day over distances of tens of kilometers (e.g., Bartlow et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2007; Wech et al., 2009). The slow migration is often punctuated by tremor bursts propagating in the SSE slip-parallel or slip-normal direction. Those bursts
are associated with secondary fronts imaged seismically, and may be roughly classified according to their
propagation direction relative to the SSE front. Rapid Tremor Migration (RTM) is identified with tremor
propagating in the SSE slip-parallel direction at speeds that are up to three orders of magnitude faster than
the SSE rupture speed (Bletery et al., 2017; Ghosh et al., 2010; Peng & Rubin, 2016). Rapid Tremor Reversal
(RTR) is identified with tremor propagating backwards into the area ruptured by the SSE at speeds of up to
two orders of magnitude higher than the SSE rupture speed (Houston et al., 2011; Obara et al., 2012; Rubin
& Armbruster, 2013). Elucidating the physics that gives rise to such rich behavior poses a major challenge
for numerical simulations of tremor and SSEs (e.g.,Hawthorne & Rubin, 2013a; Luo & Ampuero, 2018; Rubin, 2011), and is essential for improving our understanding of the tremor source.
A widely accepted hypothesis suggests the tremor signal is made up of swarms of repeating LFEs (Shelly
et al., 2007). However, testing this hypothesis is difficult because in many locations it is difficult to identify
individual LFEs within tremor (Thomas & Bostock, 2015), and in places where there are catalogs of both
LFEs and tremor, identified LFEs generally represent only a small fraction of the tremor signal (Guilhem
& Nadeau, 2012). For example, along the Cholame segment of the SAF,
E only 15% of the LFEs occur within
strong tremor observed regionally (H. Zhang et al., 2010). Additionally, Parkfield LFEs are predominantly
located on the fault (Shelly, 2015), while some of the tremor apparently occurs off-fault (Guo et al., 2017).
The relationship between tremor and LFEs is also obscured by the multitude of techniques that have been
developed to detect tremor and LFEs, many of which depend on parameters, such as threshold duration,
amplitudes, cross correlation coefficients or a minimum number of stations recording the LFE (Frank
& Shapiro, 2014; Rubin & Armbruster, 2013; Savard & Bostock, 2015; Shelly et al., 2006; Wech & Creager, 2008). And finally, LFE templates are fundamentally narrow-band signals, which, when stacked, may
resemble random impulsive arrivals. Ide (2019) addressed this issue by analyzing seismograms over a range
of frequencies below the LFEs corner frequency, suggesting that signals in the 0.1–10 Hz range accompanying slow fault slip represent a continuous broadband process. However, the spatial relationship between
locations of low- and high-frequency radiation during slow ruptures, and thus the relation between the
seismically active and aseismically slipping fault portions, are not well constrained (Kaneko et al., 2018).
The spectra of high-amplitude bursts within tremor in Cholame also appears to be more broadband than
the spectra of LFEs (Fletcher & Baker, 2010). This suggests that concomitantly analyzing signals at frequencies outside the LFE corner frequency may also help resolve the broadband nature of tremor in Parkfield.
In order to determine the relationship between episodic tremor and LFEs, and to characterize frequency-dependent tremor migration patterns, we installed three dense (intersensor spacing smaller than 100 m)
seismic arrays near Parkfield and Cholame, California along the central section of the San Andreas fault
(Figure 1). Each array contains 25–30 three-component, short period, nodal-type sensors recording continuously at a rate of 250 samples-per-second (sps). The arrays were operative for a period of 3 months, during
which they recorded a strong transient that produced high amplitude tremors. The spatio-temporal distribution of LFEs (D. Shelly, pers. comm., 2021) suggests the transient in early August was associated with a deep
slow-slip event which ruptured portions of the Cholame and Parkfield sections of the SAF (Figure 2). In this
paper, we employ array analysis to detect and locate tremors during the August 2018 transient. The analysis
reveals tremor migration along the fault-strike and depth, tracking a deep SSE over an extended portion
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Figure 1.
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of the Cholame section toward Parkfield. To better constrain the tremor depth and short-term temporal
E
behavior, and to analyze high-frequency
(10 Hz) tremor energy, we utilize borehole data to study tremor
signals during the 2018 transient. The borehole stations provide good azimuthal coverage and superb SNR
conditions, and are therefore useful for obtaining high-resolution images of tremor delineating the SSE
front. We continuously back-project the array and borehole data to resolve tremor migration occurring over
time scales that range between 10
E and 10 4 seconds, at speeds that vary over three orders of magnitude. We
compare the tremor activity to LFE occurrences during the episode, and find that tremor and LFEs show a
similar pattern of slow, days-long along-strike migration, but appear to differ in their short-term properties.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we present the Cholame seismic
array and borehole data set and the processing scheme. In Section 2.2, we derive empirical corrections to the
array slowness measurements from local earthquake signals. We present the array analysis of the August
2018 transient in Section 3.1, and the high-resolution locations derived from the borehole data set in Section 3.2. We then analyze short-term Cholame RTMs in Section 3.3. The tremor migration style is discussed
in Section 4.1, the implications for the physics of the tremor source in Section 4.2, the comparison to the
LFE catalog in Section 4.3, and the frequency-dependent radiation in Section 4.4.

2. The Cholame Dense Arrays and Borehole Station Datasets
The goal of this work was to densely instrument the Cholame section of the SAF in order to capture episodic
tremor accompanying an SSE. To this end, we deployed 80 nodal seismometers organized into three arrays
near Cholame for a 3-month period from August to November of 2018. Nodal seismometers are easily deployable, low-cost, short-period sensors developed for oil and gas exploration (Karplus & Schmandt, 2018).
While these instruments are designed for temporary deployments, previous work has shown that when
densely deployed they are capable of detecting deep, small-magnitude earthquakes (Inbal et al., 2015, 2016).
The Cholame section of the SAF is an ideal scientific target for studies of slow-slip and tremor for a number of reasons. First, this region represents a transition from the creeping section of the SAF to the locked
Ft. Tejon section in the shallow portion of the fault, whereas the deep fault hosts slow slip and abundant
tremor activity (Figure 1). This provides an opportunity to understand the interaction between these three
environments and the varying anatomy of the SAF. Second, the deployment location was very near some of
the largest-amplitude LFE families identified by the regional network (Shelly, 2017), ensuring a high SNR
for the temporary network. Third, each array of the temporary deployment was colocated with a Tremorscope surface station operated by the University of California, Berkeley. The network also contains borehole
stations (black triangles in Figure 1) of Tremorscope, the High-Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) and
the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) network, which have much higher SNR than surface stations and
were used, along with the surface deployments, to detect LFEs and tremors. Fourth, this section of the SAF
contains LFE families that behave both episodically (as inferred from LFE activity) and continuously. The
episodic families are thought to occur in response to semi-periodic slow slip events whereas the more continuous families reflect deep fault creep that occurs at an approximately constant rate (Thomas et al., 2018),
hence this particular location offers the opportunity to study both deformation styles. Additionally, this
deployment took advantage of the frequent occurrence of slow earthquakes in the region (as inferred from
LFE occurrence patterns) improving the chances of detecting a slow earthquake during the deployment
period. The deployment layout is shown in the insets of Figure 1. The three arrays were located near permanent stations TSCN, THIS, and TCHL and contained 30, 25, and 25 sensors, respectively.

Figure 1. Map and depth cross-section of the Parkfield and Cholame segments. Dots and squares are for relocated seismicity (Thurber et al., 2006) and Low
Frequency Earthquakes (LFEs) (Shelly, 2017), respectively. Color of squares indicates along SAF distance relative to Parkfield, and their size indicates the
number of LFEs detected between August 5 and 9, 2018. White squares are for previously detected LFEs from Shelly (2017)'s catalog, which were not active
during the 2018 transient. Solid black line in bottom panel indicates the lateral extent ruptured by a slow slip event (SSE) between August 5 and 9, 2018. Gray
rectangle indicates the approximate area ruptured during the Rapid Tremor Migration (RTM) on August 6, 2018 (see also Figure 9). Black and yellow triangles
are for the permanent borehole and nodal array, respectively. The arrays' layout is shown in the gray rectangles, with temporary and permanent stations
indicated by gray and black triangles, respectively. White diamonds indicate the location of the town of Parkfield and Cholame. Faults are indicated by black
curves. Letters and abbreviations: Pa: Parkfield; Ch: Cholame; SJFZ: San Juan Fault Zone; A-A’: Cholame section; A’-A”: Parkfield section.
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Figure 2. Spatio-temporal evolution of Low Frequency Earthquakes (LFEs) during the August 2018 slow slip event (SSE). Symbols and colors are as in
Figure 1.
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2.1. The Data and Processing Scheme
We utilize array analysis to resolve the slowness associated with wavefronts impinging on the array. According to theory, the intersensor coherency is maximal when the array traces are aligned with respect to the
slowness of the incoming wave. The coherency may be computed in the Fourier domain, and its magnitude
can be normalized by using amplitude or phase information. Here, we compute the phase coherency, since
this metric has shown to be resilient against signals with time-varying intensities, which are common in our
data set (Chave et al., 1987; Hawthorne & Ampuero, 2017; Riahi & Gerstoft, 2017).
We assume the incoming wavefield is impinging on a 2-D array containing
E
N sensors at an E
angle  measured with respect with the north. The Eangle  is associated with the back azimuth (BAZ) pointing from the
E the n'th sensor time-shifted relative to an
receiver toward the direction of the source. The signal recorded by
arbitrary point at the center of the array may be written as:
x (t )  s(t  u  rn ),
(1)
where u  1/ v0 (sin  ,cos ) is the horizontal slowness vector,
E and rn is a vector
E
v0 being the medium velocity,
pointing toward the center of the array. Applying the Fourier transform to Equation 1 gives:

 n ,
(2)
X    S   e
 i u  r

E

E
 is the angular frequency. The phase coherency between each pair of array sensors averaged over
where
M frequency bands is:
*
1
X (m) X j (m) 
.
Cij  Re   i
(3)
 M M | Xi (m)| | X j (m)| 

For correlated signals, the product of the complex components of the vectors
E
XEi and X jEgives Cij  1, and for
decorrelated signals
E
Cij  0. We average the coherency over all available pairs, and associate the slowness
that maximizes the array-averaged coherency with the detected signal. We denote the maximum array-averaged coherency
E
Cmax, and use its statistical properties to define a detection criteria.
We present applications of the coherency-based analysis (Equations 1–3) using two datasets: the dense arrays and the regional borehole stations. The two datasets are complementary such that they provide insight
into processes occurring over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. The analysis of each data set differs according to the value of a dimensionless parameter
E
R equal to the ratio between the array aperture and
hypocentral distance. For the dense array data
E set R  1 and we may rely on the plane-wave approximation
when analyzing the seismic wavefield. In this case, the coherency
E
Cij for each seismogram pair in each time
window is computed for horizontal slowness values ranging between −0.5 and 0.5 s/km separated by 0.01 s/
km increments by shifting the traces according to a pre-computed time-delay table. We demean and filter
the vertical-component array data between 0.5 and 10 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth filter and then
downsample the data to 125 sps. We compute the coherency for 1.5 s consecutive time horizontal slowness
vector
E
u corresponding
E to Cmax according to:
(4)
BAZ 
arctan(ux , uy )   and Vapp 
1 / ux2  uy2 .
In the second application, we analyze tremor occurring beneath the Tremorscope, PBO, and HRSN borehole
stations (Figure 1). This station configuration differs in several aspects from the dense-array configuration:
First, for the borehole station configuration
E
R  1, and the plane-wave assumption is not valid. A corollary
is that the borehole network, which extends across the Cholame and Parkfield sections (Figure 1), samples
the four quadrants of the source focal sphere. Since the tremor source mechanism is unknown, we cannot
correct for the signal's polarity. Additionally, the propagation paths between the tremor sources to each of
the recording borehole stations are quite different, and hence result in different waveforms. We therefore resort to analyzing waveform envelopes, which exhibit a higher level of similarity. Second, we are interested in
measuring the coherency of high-frequency tremor bursts whose duration is less than two seconds, which
is shorter than the propagation time of signals traversing the borehole network.
To address these issues, we back-project the phase coherency between waveform envelopes onto the volume
beneath the borehole stations. The method is similar to the one employed by Inbal et al. (2015) to study weak
sources beneath the dense Long-Beach seismic array. However, unlike Inbal et al. (2015)'s back-projection
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procedure, here we back-project the array-averaged envelope phase-coherencies. To do so, we take the following steps. First, we compute the envelope of the filtered signals by squaring and smoothing using a 0.25 s
running median window. Next, we low-pass filter the envelopes using a fourth-order Butterworth filter with
0.1 Hz corner frequency. Next, we obtain a crude location of the low-frequency signal by (a) shifting the
envelopes according to travel-times computed for a 3-D grid of sources spaced at 1 km increments using
1-D profiles extracted from a local velocity model (Thurber et al., 2006), and (b) computing
E
Cmax for 30 s
windows according to the scheme outlined above. Then, we shift the envelopes according to the offsets that
correspond
E to Cmax obtained for the low-frequency signal. This effectively cancels signal move-outs that are
longer than the 2 s analysis window we employ. Finally, we bandpass filter the offset seismogram for a range
of frequencies
E
4 Hz, envelope the signals, and compute
E
Cmax for each frequency range using 2 s windows
with 1 s lags.
2.2. Calibration Using Local Earthquake Signals
Next, we analyze local earthquake data in order to derive empirical corrections for the observed slowness
at the three arrays, and use the corrections to calibrate the observed back-azimuths during the August 2018
transient. Although the earthquake focal depths are systematically shallower than the tremor sources, we
will show in Section 3.1 that the corrected back-azimuths obtained for the deep tremor signals are consistent between the three arrays. Moreover, the along-strike migration trend we resolve is also in agreement
with LFE locations determined independently, suggesting the corrections we derive using signals due to
sources located at depth
E
12 km are applicable to signals due to sources located at a larger depth.
In principle, the source location may be determined from the intersection of rays whose horizontal slowness
is resolved by the arrays, and that are back-projected onto the source (e.g., Meng et al., 2014). However,
due to complex structure, the apparent slowness may be significantly different from the true slowness. An
empirical correction term applied to the observations may be obtained from the analysis of well-located
events (e.g., Bondár et al., 1999; Flanagan et al., 2012). Assuming a simplified 1-D model, the amplitude of
the deviation from the true back azimuth may be used to infer the geometry along the raypath (Niazi, 1966).

E

To calibrate the array measurements, we analyze
E
P-wave arrivals from 206 earthquakes registered in the regional Northern California Earthquake Data Center catalog, which occurred within 80 km from the arrays
between August and October, 2018. We apply the array analysis (Section 2.1) to a window of vertical-component data starting 2 s before
E the P-wave arrival, and record the horizontal slowness as a function of time.
Figure 3 presents the results of this analysis. Panel (a) presents the recorded vertical ground motion during
the passage of
E the P-wave train due
E to a M w  1.9 earthquake that occurred 65 km away from array TSCN.
Panels (b) and (c) present
E
Cmax, back azimuth, and horizontal slowness time series. As expected, values of
Cmax and horizontal slowness are consistent with impulsive arrivals due to a deep tectonic source. However,
the apparent back azimuth at array TSCN deviates from the true back azimuth by as much
E as 30, suggesting
along-path structural complexities.
E the P-wave arrival is also characterized by low scalar
The sharp increase in the coherency level during
E
slowness values
(0.1 s/km) relative to the preevent 2 s window containing noise. ThusEboth Cmax and the
scalar horizontal slowness may be used to discriminate sources of tectonic origin. The noise in the 2–8 Hz
frequency band is mostly dominated by low-incident surface waves that result from anthropogenic activity
(e.g., Inbal et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2019; Riahi & Gerstoft, 2017). The decrease in the horizontal slowness
during
E the P-wave arrival in panel (c) indicates that waves due to a deep source are incident on the array.

Figures 3d–3f present the difference between the true and apparent back azimuth as a function of the true
E the P-wave train exceeds 0.4.
back azimuth to local earthquakes whose maximum coherency level during
The dashed line is a sinusoidal fit to the observations, and the fitted function sign change is indicated by
the vertical dotted line in each panel. If the deviation of the apparent back azimuth is assumed to be the
result of a dipping reflector underlying the array, then the change in the sign of the deviation is indicative
of the strike of the reflector (Niazi, 1966). For the three arrays, we find that the deviation from the true back
azimuth may be fitted assuming a reflector striking atE 240–260, compatible with a structure striking at a
high angle relative to the SAF strike. The implications of this result on our understanding of the regional
structure are discussed in Appendix A.
INBAL ET AL.
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Figure 3. Analysis of Parkfield seismicity using dense arrays. (a) Vertical ground velocity recorded at array TSCN due
to a M = 1.9 earthquake. Traces are normalized by their maximum amplitude. (b) Coherency as a function of time.
(c) Back azimuth and horizontal slowness as a function of time. Red circles and blue crosses are for back azimuth
and slowness measurements, respectively. Dotted line indicates the back azimuth to the catalog location. (d–f) The
difference between the apparent and true back azimuth as a function of the true back azimuth to local earthquakes.
Each circle is for a different earthquake. Dashed line is a sinusoidal fit to the data. Vertical dashed lines indicate
the true back azimuth corresponding to the sign change of the fitted sinusoid, and horizontal dashed lines the zero
crossing. Circles are colored according
E to Cmax. (d) Array TSCN. (e) Array THIS. (f) Array TCHL.

Following this analysis, the epicentral locations of sources along the SAF may be determined from the intersection of rays pointing in the direction of the back azimuth resolved at each of the arrays. Determining the
source depth requires that we also correct for the potential bias in apparent incidence angle using a detailed
velocity model. However, only a short segment of the fault near Cholame is azimuthally well covered such
that the array-resolved hypocentral locations of sources lying along much of its length are well constrained.
We therefore use the corrected back azimuth measurements to resolve along-strike tremor migration during the August 2018 transient, and do not attempt to constrain the tremor depth based on the dense array
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recordings. Instead, we utilize the borehole data to determine the hypocentral location for sources lying
along the Cholame and Parkfield segments.

3. Results
In order to shed light on the behavior of deep SAF tremors, we apply our back-projection method to image
seismic radiation during the SSE that ruptured the Cholame and Parkfield sections during the first days of
August 2018. Next, we present a detailed space-time analysis of tremor episodes and LFEs on timescales
ranging between 10
E and 10 4 seconds, and highlight salient features of tremor in Cholame. We begin by presenting the results of the array data analysis, and then compare the locations of 100-s-long bursts analyzed
by using the array and borehole data.

3.1. Space-Time Analysis of SAF Tremor Resolved via a Multiarray Approach
We focus on a 9-day interval beginning on August 3, 2018, and apply the analysis described in Section 2.1 to
continuous data recorded by the arrays over this time period in order to track the slowness, array-averaged
coherency, and tremor rates and locations as a function of time. We compare these locations to the LFE
catalog locations (D. Shelly, pers. comm., 2021; the catalog is available in the Supplementary Materials section). To discriminate time windows containing tremor we apply a coherency and slowness criteria: signals
Ewith Cmax  0.25
E and u  0.3 s/kmE(i.e., Vapp  3.3 km/s) are automatically associated with a deep tectonic
source. These detections are subjected to the additional requirement that the back azimuth measurements
are consistent between the arrays. This means that the resolved back-azimuths from each array must intersect within a maximum distance from the fault. Note that for each source-array pair, there exists a range
of acceptable slowness values whose distribution is a function of the SNR and array geometry. The range
of back azimuth extending from the array toward the source forms a circular sector whose radius is measured from the array, and which bounds the acceptable epicentral source locations. The multiarray-based
epicentral location may be obtained from the intersections of these sections (see for example the maps in
Figures 5e and 5f). Since the polygons formed from back azimuth intersections from more than two arrays
sometimes do not overlap, we select the polygon located closest to the fault as the most probable source
epicentral location. The error on the back azimuth and scalar slowness are derived from bootstrapping
applied to the array data set (see Supporting Information S1). Using these tests, we find that for detections
E are
E 12, 15E
, and 18 for arrays TSCN, TCHL, and THIS, respectively,
Ewith Cmax  0.2, the back azimuth errors
and the horizontal slowness errors are 0.03 s/km, 0.04 s/km, and 0.04 s/km for arrays TSCN, TCHL, and
THIS, respectively.
We find that for 0.04% of the analyzed windows, both coherency and slowness exceed our criteria, and
are associated with back azimuth measurements (and respective errors) that intersect on polygons whose
centers lie less than 10 km from the SAF surface trace. To the best of our knowledge, the area does not include anthropogenic sources such as train rails, wind-farms, and major highways, which were identified by
Inbal et al. (2018) as producing signals in the tremor bandwidth that may confuse array-based techniques
as the one implemented here. Nor do we expect signals due to oil pumping in the Lost Hills oilfield, agricultural water pumping, or air traffic (Meng & Ben-Zion, 2018), to map onto deep focal locations or exhibit the
characteristics of the tremor we observe. Additionally, using the coherency criteria ensures the robustness
of the resolved slowness during high-coherency windows.
Figure 4 presents a summary of the array analysis results. Panels (a–c) show a time series of the back azimuths resolved by the three arrays matching our detection criteria. We find two main tremor-producing
sources, to the north and to the south of the town of Cholame (back azimuth ofE140–150 and 290
E to 330
relative to array THIS). The tremor activity is characterized by short (up to several minute long) bursts of
coherent signals that are well observed by arrays THIS and TSCN, where the SNR level is generally higher
than in array TCHL. These durations are comparable with the ones resolved by Ryberg et al. (2010) and
Fletcher and Baker (2010), who also used array analysis to detect SAF tremors. A more detailed comparison
with these studies is presented in Section 4.4.
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Beginning on August 5, we identify a significant increase in the rate of detections along the Cholame section, which continues for ∼3.5 days. The 1–10 Hz vertical energy time-series (ground velocity-squared envelopes smoothed using a 60 s window) during this time is shown in Figure 4e. The tremor bursts show
as arrivals with near-vertical moveout across the arrays and the regional network stations (bottom traces
in Figure 4e). Note that the rate of high-frequency bursts significantly increases on August 5th, at around
12 UTC.
Most of the tremor we observe prior to August 5 is located northwest of Cholame. The increase in the rate
of detections beginning on August 5 is accompanied by a shift in the locus of tremor activity from the Parkfield segment to the Cholame area. The transition from Parkfield to the Cholame section is quite abrupt.
We findE that Cmax values for tremor originating from the Cholame section are generally lower than the ones
associated with the Parkfield section. Yet, over the time window between August 5 and August 6 the majority (75%, 65%, and 60% of detections at arrays THIS, TCHL, and TSCN, respectively) of tremor is associated
with the Cholame section rather than with the Parkfield section. Note that our detection scheme identifies
the signal's location with the slowness that maximizes the array-averaged coherency, and hence is unable
to discriminate between a single or multiple active sources. Thus, the apparent activation of the Cholame
section may be due to a decrease of tremor amplitude along the Parkfield section, causing the Parkfield
activity to be masked by the activity in Cholame. A second alternative is that the tremor rate along the Parkfield section is reduced around August 5, yet its amplitude is preserved. Presently, we cannot discriminate
between these two options.
Between August 5 and 8, tremor is observed to migrate primarily along the SAF strike from south-east of
Cholame toward Parkfield. The lateral extent of the slow rupture is indicated in Figure 1b. The migration
can be roughly divided into two stages. In the first, tremor activity initiates south of the town of Cholame
and migrates toward the intersection between the SAF and the San Juan Fault Zone (SJFZ; see Figure 1).
The activity in that area peaks around August 6 and continues until August 9. The second stage occurs
between August 6 and 8 and is characterized by intermittent activity from a stationary source located along
the SAF-SJFZ intersection (e.g., back azimuth between
E −30E and 0 relative to array TSCN; Figure 4b) accompanied by a second front moving along the SAF strike toward Parkfield. This interval is well observed
by arrays THIS and TSCN (Figures 4a and 4b, respectively). Note that at the scale of Figure 4, the migration
resolved by array TSCN appears to show the tremor region is shrinking, and not expanding as resolved by
the two other arrays. This is due to bursts of tremor that occur between 02:00:00 and 08:00:00 UTC on August 6 and that are located near the Parkfield section (i.e.,
E −60
E to -30 relative to array TSCN). Also, note
that the along-strike migration toward the northwest during stage 2 is well resolved by array TCHL, yet the
number of detections exceeding our criteria in this array is small. This compact along-strike distribution of
locations observed at array TCHL suggest that it mostly sensitive to the propagating front, and less so to the
stationary source located toward the central portion of the Cholame section. We also find that the arrivals
to array TSCN from the stationary source active during stage 2 cover a range of back-azimuths between
about
E −E
10–+10, likely reflecting the tremor distribution along the fault's strike as well as some level of error on the resolved back azimuth. The along-strike migration speeds that we infer for the front propagating
during stage 2 are ∼8 km/day, in agreement with previous estimates of slow ruptures along these segments
(Shelly, 2015, 2017).
Figures 5 and 6 present the array analysis of a several-minute long tremor episode that occurred on August
5. Tremor energy during this episode fluctuates, and is strongest between 150 and 300 s. This strong burst
is associated with tremor that is slowly migrating along the SAF strike from Cholame toward Parkfield. The
interval with maximal tremor energy is characterized by a relatively narrow range of slowness resolved by
arrays THIS and TSCN (Figures 5a and 5b). Analysis of resolved back azimuth for temporally clustered
Figure 4. Dense array analysis of the August 2018 tremor and temporal evolution of low frequency earthquakes (LFEs). (a–c) Back azimuth as a function of
time since August 3, 2018. Arrows indicate tremor migration direction and speed. Circles are colored according
E to Cmax. Vertical bars to the right of each panel
indicate the along-strike extent of the Parkfield and Cholame sections, denoted by the letters P and C, respectively (see also Figure 1a for segment boundaries).
Light-gray rectangle highlights the window shown in panel (e). (a) Array THIS. (b) Array TSCN. (c) Array TCHL. (d) Cumulative LFE counts as a function of
time. Vertical bars indicate LFE origin times with colors corresponding to the LFE along-strike location. Cholame and Parkfield LFEs are shown in light and
dark color, respectively. (e) Log of the vertical ground velocity squared recorded by the arrays and regional stations between August 5 and 6, 2018. Starting with
indices
E
10, light-gray, dark-gray, and black curves are for the TCHL, TSCN, and THIS arrays, respectively. Bottom 10 traces are for the regional permanent
stations. Station names are indicated to the right of each trace. Vertical scales indicate the amplitude within each station subset.
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Figure 5. Dense array analysis of a tremor episode recorded on August 5, 2018. (a) Envelope of vertical ground velocity squared recorded at surface station
TSCN. Low frequency earthquake (LFE) times are indicated by the squares at the top of the panel, colored in shades of gray according to the scale in panel (a)
(a–c). Back azimuth as a function of time. Gray rectangles indicate two windows whose associated tremor locations are shown in panels (e and f). Gray circles
are for individual detections, and red line is the median value computed for 30-s-long tremor windows. Vertical bars indicate the extent of the Parkfield and
Cholame sections, denoted by the letters P and C, respectively. (a) Array THIS. (b) Array TSCN (c) Array TCHL. (e–f). Location of tremor and LFEs during
two time windows between 240 and 280 s. The blue lines indicate the range of accepted back azimuth resolved at each array. The gray triangle formed by the
intersecting back azimuth ranges indicates the tremor epicentral location estimates. The black triangles indicate the location of the arrays. The squares indicate
the location of LFEs active between 240 and 280 s, colored in shades of gray according to the scale in panel (a). (e) Locations for the interval between 240 and
260 s (f) Locations for the interval between 260 and 280 s.

tremor detections locates the source along the northern portion of Cholame near the Cholame-Parkfield
intersection (Figure 5e).
The apparent velocity resolved for this episode is shown in Figure 6. During the strongest tremor bursts, the
apparent velocity is associated with values that are significantly higher than the background levels, indicating the wavefield is dominated by energy emitted from a deep tectonic source. We also observe an increase in
apparent velocity correlated with the peak in tremor energy, between about 240 and 280 s. Since the back azimuth measurements indicate tremor is propagating slowly along the fault's strike (e.g., Figures 5e and 5f),
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Figure 6. Apparent velocity as a function of time during the August 5, 2018 tremor episode. Symbols are as in Figure 5.
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the increase in apparent velocity suggests the tremor source depth is increasing. During this interval, the
apparent velocity is observed to increase at all three arrays (between 250 and 270 s Figures 6b–6d), however
the degree of increase is different at each of the arrays, and is largest at the off-fault arrays. This phenomenon is the result of the source-array geometry. Since the raypath to arrays located off the fault is more
sensitive to the source depth than the path to near-fault arrays, we expect the source depth increase to have
a strong effect on the apparent velocity observed at arrays TSCN and TCHL, which are located as much as
20 km away from the fault, but only a small effect on the values resolved by the near-fault array THIS. Our
observations confirm this hypothesis: the apparent velocity increase is only modest at array THIS (Figure 6b), but is much more dramatic at arrays TSCN and TCHL (Figures 6c and 6d, respectively). We further
analyze the evolution of tremor depth during the August 5 episode using the borehole data in Section 3.2.
The 2018 SSE we identify is accompanied by strong LFE activity (D. Shelly, pers. comm., 2021; see Shelly, 2017
for the LFE catalog compilation method, and supplementary materials for the LFE catalog analyzed here).
The spatio-temporal evolution of LFE activity during the August 2018 transient is shown in Figure 2. LFE
rates significantly increase on August 5, with many events occurring in families located almost directly
beneath the arrays between August 6 and August 8. This stage is characterized by migration of LFE activity.
LFE rates are observed to gradually increase from Cholame toward the intersection between the Cholame
and Parkfield sections and further to the northwest (Figures 2b–2d). The short episode of tremor shown in
Figures 5 and 6 also contains a number of LFEs, whose times are indicated by the squares in the top panels
in each Figure. The LFE epicenters are indicated by the squares in Figures 5e and 5f, and are found to lie
near the tremor locations resolved by the arrays. However, the extent of along-depth propagation derived
from the LFE catalog is somewhat smaller than the extent we infer based on the analysis of the borehole
data, as is further discussed in Section 3.2.
Thus, the array analysis suggests that tremor migration is roughly consistent with LFE activity, however
the sparse LFE-family locations make the along-strike and depth extent of LFE migration more difficult to
resolve. Since most of the LFE activity between August 8 and 9 occurs along the Parkfield section (section
A’-A” in Figures 2d and 2e), in an area that is not well covered by the arrays, the number of array-detected
tremors on these days is small.
3.2. Tremor Locations From Phase Coherency Back-Projection Applied to Regional Borehole
Data
The borehole station distribution provides azimuthal source coverage that far exceeds the nodal arrays
coverage. Moreover, the borehole recording conditions provide superb SNR levels relative to the surface
sites, allowing us to probe the tremor signal at frequencies higher than 10 Hz. We locate tremor signals by
computing
E
Cmax for waveform envelopes recorded by the borehole stations. We augment the borehole array
with surface site YEG located near the southern terminus of the Cholame section. We select 102 5-min windows of vertical component data containing tremors occurring between August 5 and August 9, 2018. The
analysis scheme is detailed in Section 2.1.
Figure 7 presents the analysis of borehole data containing a strong episode of tremor observed on August
5, which was discussed in Section 3.1, and shown in Figures 5 and 6. This strong burst is one of several
tens of several-minute-long tremor episodes recorded during the 2018 transient, which are located near
the Cholame-Parkfield intersection, and which give rise to tremor amplitudes that increase well above the
noise level at borehole stations located up to 50 km away from the epicenter. We find that the locations we
derive from the wide-aperture borehole network are consistent with results we obtained from the temporary dense arrays, which indicated the tremor source is mainly propagating along-depth (Figure 6). This
is confirmed by the results in Figure 7b, which presents the median tremor depth and the value
E of Cmax
computed for 15-s-long windows. The spatiotemporal evolution resolved by the borehole data indicates
the tremor depth is increasing from 20 to about 32 km, starting at about 180 s, and lasting for 120 s during
which the strongest and most coherent tremor is observed. Note that LFE activity during the August 5 episode, which is indicated by the squares in Figures 7b, is distributed over a narrower depth range. However,
the deepening trend observed for the strongest and most coherent tremor is consistent with deepening of
the LFEs from about 26–29 km during this time window. Also, note that the tremor depth errors are about
5 km for the most coherent sourcesE(i.e., Cmax  0.5; see Supporting Information S1 and Figure 9d). Thus,
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Figure 7. Tremor locations during the August 5, 2018 tremor episode obtained from analysis of the Parkfield and
Cholame permanent borehole stations. (a) Envelopes of ground velocity squared containing episodic tremor from
August 5, 2018. Stations are sorted according to their distance along the fault's strike from southeast to northwest, and
are indicated by blue triangles in Figures 8c and 8d. (b) Median tremor depth computed for 40-s-long windows, and low
frequency earthquake (LFE) depths as a function of time. The color indicates the value
E of Cmax for each window, and the
squares indicate the depth of LFEs.

the depth separation between tremor and LFEs between 200 and 300 s is likely smaller than the combined
uncertainties on the locations of the two sources. Weaker tremor occurring between 60 and 200 s is about
8 km shallower than the LFEs occurring during the same time period, however this less coherent tremor is
not as well located. The average along-depth migration we infer for the tremor burst occurring between 180
and 300 s is about 100 m/s, which is high compared to migration velocities of up to 25 m/s inferred form
LFE rates (Shelly, 2015).
Figures 8a and 8b present an example of a tremor burst analyzed using the borehole data. The top row presents horizontal ground velocity envelopes, which contain tremor energy recorded during a 4-min-interval
on 6 August 2018 along the SAF strike. Panel (a) shows data filtered between 4 and 8 Hz, and panel (b)
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Figure 8. Tremor locations obtained from analysis of the Parkfield and Cholame permanent borehole stations. (a and b) Envelopes of ground velocity
squared containing representative episodic tremor from August 6, 2018. Stations are sorted according to their distance along the fault's strike from southeast to
northwest, and are indicated by blue triangles in panels (c and d). Amplitudes are normalized by their maximum amplitude. Dashed curves indicate the traveltime moveout for locations obtained in this study. Letters above each panel denote individual detections, withE and h indicating detections in the 4–8 and the
8–16 Hz, respectively, and color indicating the associated hypocentral depth estimates. (c and d) Tremor and LFE density for the interval between August 5 and
9, 2020. Tremor densities are shown by shades of red. The permanent stations are shown by triangles. low frequency earthquake (LFE) locations (for families
occurring beneath the circumference of the area covered by the borehole stations) are indicated by the squares, with the size of each square indicating the LFE
count. Subpanels show the tremor depth distribution. (a, c). Analysis of the 4–8 Hz frequency range. (b, d) Analysis of the 8–16 Hz frequency range.
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Figure 9. Rapid tremor migration along the Cholame section during a 25-min-long window containing tremor recorded on August 6, 2018. (a) Tremor
envelope computed from 8 to 16 Hz vertical ground motion recorded at Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) station B079. Low frequency earthquake (LFE)
times are indicated by the squares at the top of the panel (b) Tremor location projected onto the SAF strike as a function of time. Arrows indicate southeast to
northwest propagation velocities of 20–50 m/s, and northwest to southeast propagation velocities of 85 m/s. (c) Back azimuth as a function of time resolved
at array THIS. The gray circles are for individual detections, and the red line is the median value computed for 100-s-long windows. Vertical bars indicate the
extent of the Parkfield and Cholame sections, denoted by the letters P and C, respectively. (d) Median tremor depth as a function of along-strike distance.

shows data filtered between 8 and 16 Hz. Note that 8–16 Hz tremor energy recorded around 205–240 s is
well above the noise level on all the borehole stations. This suggests that the Parkfield-Cholame borehole
data set may be used to study the tremor source properties at frequencies higher than 10 Hz, above the upper cutoff frequency for most tremor-focused source studies.
The August 6 episode shown in Figures 8a and 8b originates primarily from the northern portion of the
Cholame section, near the intersection with the SJFZ. Fletcher and Baker (2010) analyzed tremor signals
originating from this area, and found two 1000-s-long tremor windows punctuated by short high-energy
tremor bursts, which were correlated between the regional stations, and whose spectra were more broadband than the LFE spectra. We also observe such impulsive arrivals within the Cholame tremor. Using the
results obtained from the borehole data, we inspected the frequency-dependent behavior of individual 2 s
tremor bursts, and found some degree of variation in the ratio between 4 and 8 Hz and 8–16 Hz tremor
energy. Because our detection criteria do not vary with frequency, and because the 8–16 Hz SNR is lower
than the 4–8 Hz SNR, the number of detections drops with increasing frequency. However, we occasionally
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observe that the frequency-dependent radiation differs between consecutive bursts, causing systematic differences in locations obtained for each frequency band.

E

To better illustrate these differences, we show in Figure 8 the travel-time moveout curves (hyperbolas) for
individual phases whose borehole network averaged
E
Cmax exceeds 0.3. Phases associated with 4–8 Hz tremors and 8–16 Hz tremors are indicated by the letters E and h, respectively. Both panels show tremor depth
is increasing with time. Initial phases
E E(l 0 to lE3 andEh 0 to h 3 in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively) are located at
depth between 16 and 20 km, and later phases
E E(l6 to lE9 andEh 6 to h 9 in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively) are located at depth of about 30 km. The depth increase is observed for both frequency bands, however the tremor
depth imaged using the higher frequency range is monotonically increasing with time, while the lower frequency range show tremor depth is fluctuating during the interval containing the strongest arrivals (phases
lE
4 and l 5). This observation is reminiscent of the frequency-dependent radiation of large earthquake ruptures, during which low- and high-frequency radiators show little spatial overlap (e.g., Meng et al., 2011).
Our results are also consistent with Fletcher and Baker (2010)'s inferences, who, based on particle motion
analysis of high-amplitude, short-term tremor bursts, inferred the tremor source was migrating.
The along-depth migration that we resolve for this tremor burst is roughly 150 m/s, a factor of 6 faster than
the fast LFE migrations reported by (Shelly, 2015). We also inferred similar values for tremor migrating
along-depth during the August 5 episode (Figure 7b). Thus, similar to tremor observed in Cascadia, SAF
tremor accompanying a several-days-long transient exhibits RTMs over short spatio-temporal scales. We
further characterize the RTMs in Section 3.3 below. We also note that the LFE catalog contains 27 detections
that are roughly synchronous with the strongest phases in Figure 8a. However, these events do not exhibit
the short-term along-depth migration we observe, as they are mostly associated with a single LFE family
whose depth is 21 km, and which is located less than 5 km southeast of the tremor source we identify.
The bottom panels in Figure 8 present in shades of red the distribution of tremor located using the borehole
data set. We plot only detections whose
E
0.1 Hz and for frequencies
E
4 Hz is 6 and 15
E
Cmax for frequencies
times the median absolute deviation of each population. About
E
1% of the time windows we analyzed pass
these criteria. In agreement with previous studies (Guo et al., 2017; H. Zhang et al., 2010), we find major
tremor-producing areas in Parkfield and near the intersection between the SAF and the SJFZ. We also find
that a considerable amount of tremor is occurring off the main SAF strand, with some episodes occurring
along a 15-km-long section devoid of cataloged LFE activity north of Cholame (Figure 1). The location of
activity is generally similar between the two frequency bands; however, we find that a few cells along the
Parkfield section show more coherent activity in the 8–16 Hz band than in the 4–8 Hz band, demonstrated
by a larger number of detections in the higher frequency band.
Figures 8c and 8d also show in open squares the August 5–9, 2018, LFE catalog locations and counts. We
find that, while some of the LFE locations are correlated with tremor along the Cholame section, tremor
locations are weakly correlated with LFEs in Parkfield, where abundant tremor signal is located off the
main SAF strand. Note that, due to differences in the detection criteria, it is difficult to directly compare
tremor and LFE counts in a given region. It is however possible to compare the relative distribution within
each catalog, which yields poor agreement primarily north of Cholame. The error analysis presented in the
supplementary materials suggests the horizontal error on temporally clustered tremor is about 5 km (Figure S4), which is smaller than the location discrepancies, thus allowing us to rule out factors such as the
velocity model and station distribution used in the location procedure as being responsible for this result.
Possible reasons for the discrepancies are further discussed below.
3.3. Observing and Characterizing RTM in Cholame
Analysis of the continuous multi-array data (Figure 4) and episodic tremor bursts observed on borehole
sensors suggests Cholame tremor accompanying the August 2018 slow-earthquake exhibits steady alongstrike propagation velocity of about 8 km/day between August 5 and 8. The slow along-strike migration
is punctuated by high-frequency RTMs propagating along-depth at speeds of up to 150 m/s for short time
intervals of up to about 100 s (Figures 8a and 8b).
Next, we demonstrate the 2018 transient also contains RTMs occurring over spatio-temporal scales that are
considerably longer than the August 6 episode shown in Figures 8a and 8b. Figure 9 presents the analysis
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of a 25-min-long tremor window that was recorded by the local borehole network and the temporary arrays.
Panel (a) presents the vertical seismic energy in the 8–16 Hz frequency range recorded at PBO borehole
station B079. Panel (b) presents tremor locations obtained from the borehole data, which were projected
onto the SAF strike. The vertical axis in Figure 9b corresponds to a portion of the SAF starting about 20 km
southeast of the town of Cholame, and extending for 35 km to the northwest (Figure 1). Panel (c) presents
the back azimuth resolved by array THIS located closest to the fault.
The locations we resolve clearly highlight rapid tremor migrating toward the northwest along the SAF
strike for ∼35 km, punctuated by two clear RTRs during which tremor propagates backwards toward an
area that was previously ruptured during the same RTM. These trends are also consistent with the back
azimuth resolved using the data recorded by array THIS (Figure 9c). At least two of the higher-amplitude
tremor bursts associated with RTRs, are observed to propagate back toward the southeast at speeds of about
80 m/s. The first RTR is mostly observed on the array data between 200 and 400 s, and the second RTR is
clearly observed by the array and borehole data between 1,000 and 1,200 s. Another short, low-amplitude
RTR is observed on the borehole data between 700 and 850 s. The RTR resolved by the array and borehole
datasets is associated with the strongest tremor energy during this RTM, and with the largest back-propagation distance. During the inter-RTR periods, tremor is observed to migrate more slowly along the fault's
strike. The slow migration is most clearly observed on the array and borehole data between 400 and 1,000 s,
and between 1,200 and 1,500 s. The reduction in amplitude is correlated with a decrease in the number of
detections, and thus with overall reduction in the value
E of Cmax before the RTR occurring around 1,100 s.
Figure 9d presents the median tremor depth computed for 5 km nonoverlapping bins along the fault's strike.
We find that as the RTM progresses along strike its depth decreases from about 30 km to about 18 km.
Most of the updip propagation takes place in the final 500 s, while the initial stage of the RTM is mostly
confined to depths between 25 and 30 km. We note that the tremor depth reduction with progression in a
northwesterly direction along strike is consistent with shallowing of LFE hypocenters along the same fault
section (Figures 1b and 2). Assuming the scatter in tremor locations is representative of the dimensions of
the rupture front, then, at its most energetic phases, the rupture is occupying an area whose length is less
than 10 km and whose width is about 10 km.
The length and time scales characterizing this RTM are similar to the ones associated with RTMs observed
during secondary slip fronts in Cascadia (Bletery et al., 2017; Hawthorne et al., 2016; Houston et al., 2011;
Peng & Rubin, 2016). However, unlike the RTMs observed in Cascadia, which generally rupture only a small
portion of the interface slipping during a major SSE (Hall et al., 2019; Rubin & Armbruster, 2013), the portion ruptured by the secondary front imaged here is more than half of the fault length ruptured during the
entire 4-day transient. Since the August 6 burst shown in Figure 8 likely occurred before the major SSE front
ruptured the northern terminus of the Cholame section (e.g., Figures 4a–4c), we infer that the secondary
front travels well ahead of the main SSE rupture front.
Further inspection of the imaged RTM reveals the high level of complexity associated with the tremor
source. As the secondary slip front migrates along-strike it is observed to activate isolated patches that produce prolonged sequences of tremor that remain spatially stationary. Such short-term stationary episodes
can be clearly observed throughout the RTM, with longer sequences occurring after 700 s (Figure 9b). The
stationary sources are sometimes characterized byEhigh Cmax values, and are generally coeval with intervals
associated with high LFE rates.

4. Discussion
We utilize array and borehole data to resolve tremor locations along the SAF. Back projecting the array data
onto the fault allows us to continuously track the tremor source during the August 2018 transient. A major
advantage of the array technique employed here is that it allows us to determine the tremor epicentral location without using a detailed local velocity model. However, constraining the tremor depth does require
that we project the maximal array coherency onto the fault by tracing rays resolved at the arrays through a
local velocity model (e.g., Fletcher & Baker, 2010). Given the arrays configuration and SNR conditions, we
believe this procedure will yield poorly constrained locations: the inter-array distances are shorter than the
extent of the August 2018 SSE, such that the array data cannot provide good constraints on tremor depth for
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significant intervals of the 2018 August transient. We therefore utilize the
borehole stations, which enable us to constrain the tremor locations during the entire duration of the August 2018 episode. Additionally, the superb SNR conditions of the borehole sites allow us to study tremor energy
at frequencies
E
10 Hz, outside the range of most other tremor-focused
studies. Thus the array and borehole analysis, together with the LFE catalog, complement each other and allow for improved understanding of
the tremor activity.
4.1. Tremor Migration Style
We continuously analyzed the temporary array data to obtain high-resolution images of Cholame tremors. The analysis, confirmed by amplitudes of regional borehole records and LFE patterns, reveal a strong
transient between August 5 and August 9, 2018. The styles of tremor
migration we observed during the August 2018 SSE are shown schematically in Figure 10. The main front associated with this transient propagates at a velocity of about 8 km/day, comparable to previous estimates
of slip transients inferred from the spatio-temporal analysis of LFEs
(Shelly, 2017) or from tremor locations in Cascadia (Ghosh et al., 2009;
Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the styles of tremor migration
Peng & Rubin, 2016) and Japan (Ito et al., 2007). The slow propagation
observed during the August 2018 slow slip event (SSE), and the associated
is accompanied by on-going activity near the initiation area, close to
spatial and temporal scales. Colors indicate time, and colored regions
the central-southern portion of the Cholame segment. Tremor amplidenote areas delineated by tremor activity in different time windows.
The arrows indicate propagation directions. (a) Initiation and long-term
tudes vary strongly during the transient, and include tens of short-term
propagation of the SSE between August 5 and 8, 2018. Circles illustrate
high-amplitude episodes whose durations are of the order of several hunon-going activity in the initiation area along the central portion of the
dreds of seconds. These episodes are characterized by rapid along-strike
Cholame segment. (b) Short-term propagation during a 10-min-long
and along-depth propagation, and are referred to as RTMs. The highest
Rapid Tremor Migration (RTM). Stars denote location of low frequency
propagation speeds are observed for along-depth (i.e., in the direction
earthquake (LFE) families. Light gray rectangle indicate depth range
devoid of LFE families, and dark gray rectangle indicate depth range
normal to the SSE slip vector) migration, which, during some bursts, may
associated with LFE families.
be as high as 150 m-per-second (Figures 7–9), about three orders of magnitude faster than the steady along-strike migration observed for the entire transient (Figure 4). Other episodes are characterized by along-strike
propagation at speeds of 20–50 m/s for durations of several hundreds of seconds. Short intervals during
these RTMs are associated with RTRs, during which the tremor front is observed to back-propagate for short
distances
(10 km; Figure 9) into areas previously ruptured during the RTM. To the best of our knowledge,
E
this is the first observation of RTRs along the Cholame-Parkfield section of the SAF. The short-term migration pattern often exhibits a systematic change with time on the temporary arrays and the regional borehole
network, thereby ruling out the possibility that these observations are artifacts of the processing scheme.
While most of
E the  4 Hz tremor energy is emitted from patches well below the bottom edge of the seismogenic zone, we locate intermittent bursts at shallower depths (sub panels in Figures 8c and 8d). Thus,
Cholame tremor does appear to occasionally penetrate into
E the 10-km-wide gap devoid of LFEs located
directly below the seismogenic zone (Figure 1b). We do not find appreciable difference in the fault-normal
distance and amplitude between these shallow and the deep tremors, or in their temporal distribution. It is
possible that some tremors appear to be non-repeatable (and hence are not well detected by autocorrelation
match filter techniques) due to near-fault attenuation structure reducing the LFEs energy level, or because
of the sparsity of LFE sources in some areas.
4.2. Physical Constraints on the Tremor Source
The speed of short-term Cholame RTMs are up to an order of magnitude faster than RTMs often observed
along the Cascadia subduction zone (Ghosh et al., 2010; Houston et al., 2011; Peng & Rubin, 2016; Rubin
& Armbruster, 2013), or from the migration speeds inferred from LFE rates in Parkfield (Shelly, 2015).
Additionally, Cholame RTMs are observed to rupture a significant portion of the fault slipping during the
SSE. The area producing tremors during these RTMs occupies a band whose along-strike dimension is
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shorter than the total length ruptured during the entire burst (Figures 9a and 9b). Thus the geometry of
the secondary front associated with the RTM might correspond to a narrow strain pulse traveling along the
fault strike. The tremor depth distribution indicates the along-depth dimension of this pulse is ∼10 km, and
that it is bounded from above by the shallow seismogenic zone (Figure 9d). The tremor depth uncertainty
relative to the width of the pulse makes it difficult to assess whether these are repeated ruptures of the same
patch, or whether ruptures associated with the secondary slip fronts delineated by the RTMs are spatially
complementary.
We are interested in placing constraints on the physics of the secondary fronts observed in Cholame. We
follow Rubin and Armbruster (2013) and model the front as a finite strain pulse propagating in an elastic
homogeneous medium, with totalE slip  accumulating over length
E
L. For simplicity, we assume that the
E
L is uniform. We further assumeE that L  W ,Ewith W being the downdip extent
stress drop over the region
E
L is then given by:
of the fault accommodating the SSE. The stress drop inside



 
 c ,
(5)
L
E
c is a geometric constant whose value is close to unity. For anti-plane E
shear     , and for in-plane
where
   /(1   ), where
E

E and  are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, assumed equal to 30 GPa and
shear
0.25, respectively.

E
W is derived from the distribution of tremor depths (Figures 8c and 8d) and its value is
The fault width
E
L is estimated from the width of the band of active tremor during the RTM (Fig∼30 km. The pulse length
ure 9b), and its value lies between 5 and 10 km. Thus our assumptionE that L  W seems reasonable given
E of L, andE that L associated with
that the scatter in tremor locations likely obscures the actual dimension
E
L refers to the distance between concoherent isolated stationary radiators is E
likely  5 km. In this context,
temporaneous isolated stationary radiators, and not the size of the radiators themselves.

E

To proceed further, we need to come up with an estimate
E of  , the average slip accumulated during a secondary front. The surface deformation associated with Parkfield transients is too small to be detected in
individual geodetic records, but may be obtained by using more sophisticated processing techniques. By
stacking multiple GPS time-series, and aligning them with respect to intervals with intense LFE activity,
Rousset et al. (2019) revealed deep episodic fault slip beneath the Parkfield section with equivalent moment
magnitude
E of M w4.9. A similar magnitude was estimated from long-baseline strainmeter data for SSEs occurring along the deep extension of the SAF south of Cholame (Delbridge et al., 2020). Given the estimated
geodetic moment, the amount of slip is dependent on the dimensions of the slipping region, which were
constrained from the distribution of LFE families. For the fault dimension that is more compatible with our
observations, Rousset et al. (2019) estimated 3.6 mm of cumulative slip per SSE. If we further assume that
most of this slip is accumulated during the intervals containing the strongest tremors, then the amount of
E by n, where
E
n is the number of resolved tremor bursts.
E For n = 10,
E slip  is equal to the total slip divided
  0.03 mm,
E and  2 kPa.
The stress drops we estimate are a factor of 4–5 smaller than the ones Rubin and Armbruster (2013) estimated for secondary fronts in Cascadia, and a factor of 2–3 smaller than the median value of secondary
slip fronts associated with RTRs estimated by Bletery et al. (2017). One possible reason for this discrepancy
is our estimate of the lengthEscale LE. For L  1 km, which is similar to tremor width imaged by Rubin and
Armbruster (2013),
E
  10 kPa. However, obtaining locations with 1 km precision is at the resolution limit
of our technique. Further analysis of coherent stationary tremor radiators (Figure 9b) may help address this
issue. Note that for the simplified case assumed here, the tremor propagation speed is proportional to the
ratio between the slip rate to the stress drop (e.g., Ampuero & Rubin, 2008). Since the slip rate we infer is
of the same order as the one inferred for secondary fronts in Cascadia, the smaller stress drops in Cholame
may account for the larger migration speeds observed there.
A second source of bias comes from the value
E of n, the number of bursts during which we assume significant slip is accumulated. One possibility, which is at odds with observations from Cascadia (e.g., Bartlow
et al., 2011; Hawthorne & Rubin, 2013b; Wech et al., 2009), Japan (e.g., Obara, 2010), Alaska (Rousset
et al., 2019), and Mexico (Frank, 2016), is that high rates of tremor in Cholame are simply not correlated
with episodic deep fault slip. This possibility seems also to be at odds with the results of Rousset et al. (2019)
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and Delbridge et al. (2020), suggesting the Parkfield geodetic signal and
LFE activity are contemporaneous, and we consider it as unlikely. Another possibility is that some tremor goes undetected. If the number of
secondary fronts is increased by a factor of 10, then stress drops for each
secondary slip episode are expected to be of the order of a few hundred
Pa. This is a plausible yet unlikely scenario. Analysis of tidal loading
indicates Parkfield tremor activity is well correlated with semi-diurnal
forcing by tidal shear-stress cycles (Thomas et al., 2009), suggesting the
number of strong bursts associated with considerable aseismic strain release during the 4-day August 2018 transient is likely between 5 and 10.
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Figure 11. Spectra of vertical ground velocity recorded by regional
borehole stations during Cholame and Parkfield tremor. Red and blue
curves are for tremor originating from Cholame and Parkfield, respectively.
Solid and dashed curves are for tremor and noise windows, respectively.
(a) Tremor and noise spectra. (b) SNR. Dashed black line is for SNR = 1.
Tremor spectra obtained by averaging 10 s windows from borehole data.

The spatio-temporal correlation between tremor and LFEs suggest they
originate from a common source. However, much of Parkfield tremor
is not associated with LFE activity (H. Zhang et al., 2010). Additionally, Parkfield LFEs are predominantly located on the fault, while some
of the tremor apparently occurs off-fault (Guo et al., 2017). The August
2018 transient features tremors propagating both along the SAF strike
and along its depth. The along-strike propagating is roughly consistent
with the migration inferred from LFE activity. The distribution of tremor
depth (8c,8d) suggest some of the episodes originate from areas devoid
of LFE activity. The presence of these areas was previously suggested to
be the result of a sharp reduction of fault strength due to near-lithostatic
pore-pressure at the base of the crust (Gao & Wang, 2017). We observe
that these gaps are not a permanent feature of the interface. Short episodes characterized by fast migration, which are associated with secondary fronts discussed above, are observed to intermittently migrate into
these gaps. From bootstrap analysis (see Supporting Information S1), we
estimate the absolute tremor location uncertainty is a few km, smaller
than the spatial bins used in Figures 8c and 8d. The spatial consistency of
temporally clustered tremor bursts and the high coherency they exhibit
suggest the uncertainty on the relative locations is small.
LFE rates also increase in the August 5–8 time window, and their catalog
suggests simultaneous activation of the Cholame and Parkfield sections.
However, there are notable discrepancies between the spatio-temporal
evolution of LFEs and tremor in Parkfield. These discrepancies may be
partly due to SNR conditions. Our analysis suggests the borehole SNR in
the 2–6 Hz band is higher for Cholame tremors, while the borehole SNR
in
E the 6 Hz band is higher for Parkfield tremors (Figure 11). Although
the high-frequency fall-off rate for Parkfield tremor signals is larger than
for Cholame,
E the 6 Hz noise level in the Parkfield area is lower, facilitating high-frequency envelope-based detection in that area. Additionally,
the amplitude of Cholame's LFEs is considerably higher than Parkfield's
LFEs (Shelly, 2017, Figure 1c), likely reflecting the improved SNR in the
2–6 Hz frequency band observed in that area (bottom panel in Figure 11).

A second factor affecting the LFE counts involves their detection procedure, which requires the network-averaged coherency between a master-template and the seismogram to exceed a pre-defined threshold. In the
cases where LFE lag times are shorter than the duration of the template, multiple phases arriving within
the LFE template window are expected to reduce the correlation. These arrivals are expected to show as
spectral peaks with period corresponding to integer multiples of the inverse of the inter LFE-times (Gomberg et al., 2016). However, as long as the lateral extent of the tremor-producing area is small compared to
the network aperture, this phenomenon should not affect the maximal borehole network-averaged phase
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coherency; in this case, the location associatedEwith Cmax may reflect the (weighted) mean location of a cluster of asperities whose slips produce the observed tremor burst.
4.4. Frequency-Dependent Radiation During Episodic Tremor and Comparison With Previous
Studies
Recent observations from the Nankai subduction zone (Kaneko et al., 2018; Masuda et al., 2020) and from
Cascadia (Ide, 2019), suggest that seismic slip in the 0.1–10 Hz frequency range that accompanies slow ruptures represent a continuous, broadband phenomena. However, locating these sources is hampered by poor
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions.
We apply our technique to characterize
E
 4 Hz radiation during Parkfield tremor bursts. We find that tremor
E the 10 Hz SNR for
energy at frequencies as high as 16 Hz is coherent across the borehole network. Thus,
Parkfield and Cholame tremor recorded by the borehole stations is higher than the SNR for tremor in Cascadia recorded by surface stations over a similar frequency range (e.g., J. Zhang et al., 2011, Figure 3). The
presence of high-frequency tremor signals in Parkfield was also observed by Guilhem and Nadeau (2012),
however their envelope processing methodology did not have sufficient resolution for determining the locations of individual high-frequency tremor bursts often occurring within a 100-s-long tremor window.
Frequency-dependent radiation was observed during large earthquake ruptures (Nakahara, 2008; Meng
et al., 2011), and recently also during slow ruptures occurring in subduction zones (Kaneko et al., 2018), and
is important for elucidating the physics of slow ruptures (Ide, 2019). Our observations suggest that highand low-frequency tremor energies within a given tremor episode may sometimes exhibit spatially complementary behavior. We also observe that some areas produce more coherent tremor at higher frequencies
than others. Thus, the tremor wavefield is observed to contain incoherent and coherent components, with
the latter often associated with LFEs, or, as in Fletcher and Baker (2010)'s and in this study, with impulsive,
possibly shear-slip sources. Our analysis suggests these counterparts are activated simultaneously. Further
investigation is required in order to assess the effects of inelastic attenuation and structural heterogeneity
along the raypath on these observations, however the consistency of temporally clustered tremor radiation
indicates the locations are not very affected by the SNR or the processing scheme.
Our results can be compared to the ones obtained by Fletcher and Baker (2010) and Ryberg et al. (2010).
Fletcher and Baker (2010) found high-amplitude, short-term bursts within 1000-s-long tremor episodes
which were correlated among the regional stations, and whose polarity and spectral properties were compatibleEwith S-waves emitted from an impulsive shear-slip source whose approximated magnitude
E is M  0.3.
Spectral analysis of the short-term bursts indicates they are enriched in 4 Hz energy relative to microearthquakes with similar magnitudes, which may be due to the movement of fluids or gas in the tremorgenic
area (Fletcher & McGarr, 2011). Note that the 4 Hz peak is absent from the spectra shown in Figures 11a
because these spectra were computed for 10-s-long tremor windows, many of which are not associated with
the short-term bursts discussed by Fletcher and Baker (2010) and Fletcher and McGarr (2011).
Fletcher and Baker (2010) analyzed data from a single array to determine the Cholame tremor source location, which yielded depth estimates that are not very well constrained. Additionally, they constrained
the source locations to lie along the SAF trace. The uncertainty associated with their locations was mostly
the result of the limited azimuthal coverage, as well as the lack of deep well-located sources required to
calibrate the UPSAR apparent velocity estimates. Our methodology circumvents some of these issues, at
the expense of analyzing signal envelopes rather than the raw data. However, as demonstrated here (i.e.,
Figures 8 and 9), the improved station coverage and SNR conditions at the boreholes more than offset the
loss of phase information involved in enveloping the signal.
Ryberg et al. (2010) located tremor signals in Cholame using three arrays located near the fault. They resolved tremor migrating along the SAF strike at speeds that vary between 8 and 26 m/s, slightly slower than
the range of speeds we observe during along-strike propagation (Figure 9), and considerably slower than
speeds estimated during along-depth propagation (Figure 8). Ryberg et al. (2010)'s array-based locations
lie mostly off the SAF trace, at a distance of ∼10 km southwest of the SAF, near the intersection with the
SJFZ (Figure 1a). These locations were then corrected by assuming tremors were co-located with previously
determined LFE families on the SAF trace. In this study, we did not impose such constraints on the tremor
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source, yet were able to fit the signal travel times across stations tens of km apart (Figures 8a and 8b). The
observation that the source systematically migrates in the along-depth and along-strike directions (Figures 8b and 9a), while exhibiting
E
Cmax values that mostly lie between 0.3 and 0.6 (Figure 9c), suggests the
uncertainties associated with the velocity model or artifacts in the back-projection procedure are small. We
attribute this result to the spatial coverage and high SNR of the borehole stations relative to the surface array
records used here or by Ryberg et al. (2010).

5. Conclusions
In order to study tremor and LFEs, we deployed three dense seismic arrays near the Cholame section of
the SAF in central CA. The arrays recorded a 4-day-long transient slip event, which occurred between August 5and 9, 2018. The event was accompanied by high-amplitude tremors and LFEs, which were observed
across the regional network and the temporary arrays.
We calibrate the slowness resolved at the arrays using well-located regional earthquakes. The deviations
between the true and apparent back azimuth for sites separated by over 10 km exhibit similar azimuthal
dependence. This suggests a large-scale velocity anomaly, which refracts rays impinging on the arrays. Assuming a simplified geometry, we estimate the deep reflector strikes at a high angle to and crosses the SAF
in that area.
We use the array data to continuously track the tremor as it migrates along the SAF strike during the first
days of August 2018. The tremor is observed to migrate both along-strike and along-depth at velocities that
vary by three orders of magnitude. The main slow slip front initiates south of Cholame. The initiation area
remains active, while the tremor propagates toward the northwest at a speed of about 8 km/day. Using
high-resolution borehole data, we also observe secondary slip fronts which are marked by rapid tremor
propagating at speeds of up to 100 m/s. Most of the rapid migrations propagate from southeast to the northwest, however, we also observe some back-propagating fronts rerupturing fault portions that extend for
several kilometers behind the main tremor front. Episodic tremor is observed to migrate into areas devoid of
LFE activity, including a 5–10 km gap below the seismogenic zone and a 15 km portion of the SAF between
Cholame and Parkfield.
By using near-fault borehole data, we obtain high-resolution images of the secondary fronts. We find that
they may initiate behind the main slow front and travel ahead of it. The location of tremor delineating
these secondary fronts suggests they are associated with a narrow slip pulse bounded from above by the
seismogenic zone. We use the tremor locations to constrain the dimensions of the pulse, and estimate that
the stress drop associated with the migrating pulse is of the order of a few kPa.

Appendix A: Constraints on Regional Structure From Back Azimuth
Measurements
Using dense array and borehole network data, we identify and characterize tremor activity along the Cholame and Parkfield sections of the SAF. The slowness resolved by the arrays deviates from the true slowness
associated with wavefronts due to regional earthquakes. We obtain empirical correction terms by analyzing arrivals from multiple earthquakes. Assuming a 1-D velocity model, the deviation from the true back
azimuth may be attributed to a reflector striking at a high angle to the SAF. Determining the depth extent
of this reflector requires a detailed knowledge of the shallow velocity structure, and is beyond the scope of
this paper. We note that off fault deformation associated with the SAF in that area has resulted in multiple
anticlines that are sub-parallel to the fault's strike (Mount & Suppe, 1987), as well as with shorter strike-slip
faults southwest of the SAF that are oblique to the SAF strike (Titus et al., 2011). Rays refracted from these
structures may cause the apparent slowness to deviate from the true slowness. However, the orientation of
the reflector we infer from the array measurements is nearly normal to the SAF strike, and thus it is unlikely the result of refraction due to the structures highlighted by Mount and Suppe (1987). Previous analysis
performed by Fletcher et al. (2006) and Meng et al. (2014) using the U.S. Geological Survey Parkfield Seismic Array (UPSAR) data recorded 8 km to the west of the SAF and 18 km north-northwest of site TCHL,
also yields a significant bias in apparent back azimuth. This was proposed to be the result of rays bending
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within a fast near-vertical layer bordering the fault core to the southwest (Fletcher et al., 2006), or as the
result of a shallow reflector striking parallel to the SAF (Meng et al., 2014). Our observation, which is consistent between the three arrays, suggests the length scale associated with the perturbation in the velocity
structure is of the order of tens of kilometers, and extends across the fault from southwest to the northeast.
This geometry is perhaps more compatible with a deep anomaly, similar to the one previously imaged by
magnetotelluric data (Becken et al., 2011), in regional 3-D velocity models (Zeng et al., 2016), and in deep
reflection imaging (Bleibinhaus et al., 2007). We note that determining the geometry of this deep anomaly
may be obtained by using the regional network to estimate the spatial distribution of the deviations between
the apparent and true back azimuth measurements, which could then be mapped onto the structure via a
forward 2-D ray tracing procedure.

Data Availability Statement
The Cholame array data are available at the following doi: https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/1B_2018/.
Data used in this study were recorded and maintained by the following networks: the Northern California
Seismic Network (doi: http://www.fdsn.org/datacenters/detail/NCEDC/), the Plate Boundary Observatory Borehole Seismic Network (doi: http://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/PB), IRIS (doi: https://www.fdsn.
org/networks/detail/II/), and Tremorscope (doi: http://seismo.berkeley.edu/research/tremorscope.html).
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